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Honor Three at May 7
Alumni Day Banquet
;

i

j

?

Three Hope College alumni will receive
the 1977 DistinguishedAlumna/Alumnus
Awards at the annual Alumni Day Dinner
on Sat., May 7 in Phelps Hall.
Harvey J. Buter '48, Janet Baird Weisiger
'58 and Dr. Dwight B. Yntema '26 will receive the awards from the Rev. Jack Hascup
'53, president of the Alumni Association.
The executive committee of the Alumni
Board initiatedthe DistinguishedAlumni
Awards program in 1970, as a method of
recognizing individuals who bring honor to
their alma mater through contributions to
society,and individuals who serve or support Hope in ways which radiate special
interestin their alma mater.
Harvey J. Buter, Holland, Mich., will be
honored for providingleadership in his
local

He

community and

for

support of Hope.

vice president and director of Holland Motor Express, Inc. and has held this
position since 1953. He joined the firm in
1948 as a customer service specialist.
Mr. Buter is currently president of the
Holland Community Foundation and a
member of the boards of directors of the
a:

is

Holland Economic DevelopmentCorporation and the Holland Chamber of Commerce.
-

Janet Baird Weisiger
Christian witness as part of the musical

duo,

''Janet

and Jane."

Formed in

1972, "Janet and Jane" (Mrs.
Weisiger and Jane Douglass White) have
given concerts from coast-to-coastand have
broadcaston radio and TV. They have recorded three LP albums. Last year they gave
approximately10 appearancesa month, including concerts at the Foundation for
Christian Living reunion in Bermuda, the
National Religious Broadcasters convention
i,n Washington, D.C. and the Reformed
Church in America General Synod in Madison, N.J.

!*

Harvey

He
T

J.

Buter

is a past president of the

Ottawa

County Cancer Society, the Holland Board
of Education, the Holland Rotary Club, the
Holland Chamber of Commerce and the
Sales and Marketing Council of American
Trucking Associations, Inc.
While serving the Board of Education, he
chaired a joint school committee that
planned, promoted and built the Holland

Community Swimming
chairman

of a

Pool.

He

committee whose

also

Mrs. Weisiger, a mezzo-soprano, has also
performed in oratorio, opera and musical
comedy. In 1969 she was awarded a recital
by the YWCA of New York City and also
received the Outstanding Young Woman in
America award.
Mrs. Weisiger is a graduateof the Columbia University School of Nursing.
She is married to Richard Weisiger '54.
They have four children: Glenn, 14; Beth,
13; Carin, 11; and Diana, 9.
Dr. Dwight B. Yntema, Holland, Mich.,
will receive the award in recognition of his
distinguished service to Hope as a professor
and chairman of the department of economics and business administration from 19461967.
Dr. Yntema received the AM degree in
mathematics from the University of Michigan in 1927. He continued his studies in

was

efforts re-

sulted in the creation of three new elementary schools in Holland (Maplewood, Van
Raalte and Longfellow).
Committed to church life, Mr. Buter is
treasurer of Holland'sThird Reformed
Church. He has also served several terms as
a deacon. He is a member of the Finance
Committee, Particular Synod of Michigan,
Reformed Church in America.
He headed the 1970 Hope College Holland fund-raising campaign and has participatedin several other Hope drives during the past 25 years.

I
1

Mr. Buter is married to the former Jeanne
Verburg '48. They have two children, H.
James '71 and Jane, a Hope freshman.
Janet Baird Weisiger, Wycoff, N.J., will
receive the award in recognition of her

Business Intern Program Places
Students in the 'Real World'
An opportunityto integrate classroom
experiencewith practical business
experience — an internship program which
enables students to do just that has been
offered since 1973 by Hope's department of
economics and business administration.
Through the internship program, students (juniors or seniors, usually business
or econ majors) are placed in various business firms in the Holland-Zeeland area.
They devote 8-12 hours each week to these
"employers" but receive no paychecks. Instead, they each earn three hours of
academic credit and, more importantly,
gain valuableexperiencein the workaday
world.
The internship program gives students
opportunities to see relationships between
theory and practice, to conduct in-depth
businessinvestigations and to learn from
people and experiencesthat they'd most
likely never be exposed to within the four
walls of a classroom.

Dwight B. Yntema

This semester 24 Hope studentsare
interning through the program. They are
placed in area financialinstitutions,man-

ufacturing firms and merchandising organizations. Students state their areas of
interest when applying for the internship

program.
According toj. Sidney Downey, instructor in economics and businessadministration, interns usually have a double task: to
get an overview of the firm and to work on a
special study or project within that firm.

Downey

says that the internship program

growing one, partly due to the fact that
the economics and business administration
department is growing (over 100 majors this
is

a

year).
But the main reason that the internship

program is growing is because it's prompted enthusiasm on both students' and businessmen's parts.
"Students get out of the classroom and
they get a feel for the real world. They learn
and, at the same time, make a contribution

company," Downey says.
Sandy Wade, a senior from Marion,

to the

Iowa, is an intern at First Michigan BankDeposit Accounting Center in Zeeland.
continued on page five
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Honor Three at May 7
Alumni Day Banquet
continued from page one

economics at the University of Chicago,
Yale University and the University of
Michigan. He was awarded a Ph.D. in economics from the University of Michigan in
1932.

He served as an instructorin economics at
the University of Michigan from 1928-1930
and at Central YMCA College, Chicago,
from 1933-1934. He was an instructor in
mathematics

at

Hope from 1931-1932.

In 1935 Dr. Yntema began an 11-year
career as an economist and statistician for
government agencies in Washington, D.C.,
including the NationalRecovery Administration,die Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Work Projects Administration, the Advisory Commission to the
Council of NationalDefense and the De-

partment of Commerce.
His government service was interrupted
for a few months in 1939 when he was employed as an economist for U.S. Steel Co.
In 1946 Dr. Yntema returned to his alma
mater as professor and chairman of the department of economics and business administration. During his 20-year tenure at
Hope, he contributed significantlyto the
development of the department's curriculum and influenced many students who
went on to distinguishedcareers in business and finance.
Held in high regard by graduate schools
of business. Dr. Yntema aided Hope alumni

who

desired to continue their educations in

the field.

He served as

a lecturer in

1

the University of Michigan Extension service, Grand Rapids, from 1948-1950.
He was director of two research projects
for the Legislature of the State of Michigan
conducted at Hope College between 19551959.
Dr. Yntema retired in 1967. In 1972 he was
awarded the Emeritus rank by the Board of
Trustees.
Dr. Yntema is the author of numerous
articles and is a member of the American
Economic Association, the American Statistical Association, the Conference of Research in Income and Wealth and the
Michigan Academyof Science, Arts, and
Letters.
Dr. Yntema is a member of a distinguished Hope family. His father, the late
Douwe Yntema, an 1876 graduate of Hope,
pioneered in the development of the sciences at the College as professor of physics
from 1893-1916. Dr. Yntema's four brothers
and his sister are all Hope graduates: the
late Hessel Yntema '12, Leonard '15, Clara
'16,

Theodore

I

I

HONORED FOR HEROISM:

Hope shophomoreKent Suchecki of Spring Lake, Mich, is an
Dutchmen football team. On March 4 Kent made what was probably the most
important catch of his life, but it wasn't a football. Kent was returning to campus when he heard a
scream for help. He saw a woman in a second floor zvindow of a house that ivas on fire. The woman
dropped her 21-month-oldchild into Suchecki'sawaiting arms. Moments later Holland firemen
arrivedand the woman was brought down by ladder. Holland fire chief Marvin Mokma (left in
picture) and mayor Louis Hallacy presented Kent with certificateof commendationfor his "service
above self " Noted Mayor Hallacy: "Some people would have turned away; it is to Kent's credit that
he didn't let someone else do it."
offensive end on the

.

degree.
of Holland's Hope
Church, the Holland Professional Club and
the Holland Camera Club. He served on the
city's Board of Zoning Appeals from 1965-

Promote Campus as Summer
Conference-Convention Site

1971.
Dr.

lege

sister

He

an

AM

member

is a

Beginning this summer, the Hope Col-

Yntema is married to

the former

Cynthia Oakley Stocking. They have one
son, David '66. A second son, Gordon, was
killed in action in Vietnam in 1968.

ALUMNI DAY
May

7

campus

will be available as a site for

p.m.
p.m.

Schedule of Events

Registration

Coffee &
Class Reunions & Buffets

Alumni House

ence and convention sites — hotels and
motels — there is often a shortage of small
meeting rooms.
When the College completes its new
Physical Education Center next summer,
auditorium facilities will be available for

Hope is situated in a residentialarea two
away from the central business district of Holland, Mich., a community of
28,000. Located on Lake Macatawa and ap-

1,300.
Special rates are available to youth
groups. During this year's Tulip Time, almost 1,000 band members are staying on

proximatelyfive miles from Lake Michigan,
Holland has long been known as a summer

Hope's campus. Previously, motels for
bands were oooked as far away as Jackson
and Battle Creek.
A brochure and further informationmay
be obtainedby calling or writing Glenn
Bareman, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
49423 (616) 392-5111,ext. 2646.

resort area.
Class

Chairmen

Staff

Bareman notes that Holland's proximity

Location

to beaches, and boating and fishing services

1927

Mr. Neil Van Oostenburg

Mr. John Nordstrom

Music Building

Snow Auditorium
1932
1937
1942
1947
1952
1957
1962

Rev. Harold Hoffman
Mrs. Hildegarde Scheerhom
Rev. John Hains
Mrs. Myra Zuverink
Mr. Roy Lumsden
Mr. Fritz Yonkman
Rev. Marlin VanderWilt

DeWitt Ballroom #3
DeWitt Faculty Lounge
DeWitt Kletz

Dr./Mrs.John Hollenbach
Mr. Charles Steketee
Dr. /Mrs. Harry Frissel
Mr. Russell De Vette
Dr./Mrs.Lament Dirkse

Alumni House
DeWitt Ballrooms 1 & 2

Dr./Mrs.Robert Ritsema DeWitt Student Lounge
(The Pit)
Rev./Mrs. Norman Kansfield Mrs. Nancy
DeWitt Art Gallery

Miller

would enable entire families to come along
dad or mom's conferenceor conven-

to

fall

during Homecoming

weekend.)
3-4:30

p.m.

Class Reunion Pictures & visiting with the other reunion classes on the

DeWitt Terrace

All-CampusOpen House and campus

5-6
6

tours leaving from the Music
Building Terrace
4 p.m. — FIFTY YEAR CIRCLE RECEPTION and welcoming in of the Class
of 1927 at the Phelps Conference Room.
John VerBeek '26, President Kurt Van Gendereri,Staff Member

2

p.m.

p.m.

Beginning with the 1977 Fall Term, partHope studentswho are residents of
Michigan will be eligible for Michigan Tuition Grants, announces Director of Finanrial Aid Bruce Himebaugh.
The maximum grant through the program is $600 per semester.Grants are
awarded solely on the basis .of financial
need. To qualify,students must be enrolled
for a minimum of six credit hours.
"It's an old resourcethat's being made
available to a new group of students," says

Himebaugh.

Punch Bowl, Phelps Terrace
1977 ALUMNI DINNER, Phelps Hall
— Comments by PresidentGordon J. Van Wylen
— ^Presentationof DistinguishedAlumni Awards for 1977
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Bareman notes

1

that at traditionalConfer-
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I
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Part-Time Students Become
Eligible for State Grants
time

(The reunions for the classes of 1967 and 1972 will be held next

could make it a vacation.
Hope's campus provides auditoriums,
numerous smaller rooms for meetings, food
service and sleeping facilities.
tion — the family

conferencesand conventions (MayAugust).
"You will be surprised at how inexpensively you can have a quality conferenceat
Hope/' says Glenn Bareman, conference
and convention coordinator.
"If you have never planned a conference
before, or even if you have — our staff is
available to help you all the way."
blocks

11 a.m.— 1
1-3

1

and Chester '26. His

'21

brothers all earned Ph.D. degrees and his

economics for

Saturday,

i

Formerly, only full-time students enrolled in private institutionscould apply for
a Michigan Tuition Grant.
Application is made directlyto the state.
The application form is the same as that
used by full-time students, and there is
nothing on the form to differentiatebetween full and part-time students. Applicants must also complete a Confidential Financial Statement.
While the new eligibility clause at first
glance seems to be custom-madefor adults
who wish to further their educations and for
self-supporting students, Himebaugh says
that iP s not really a case of the state creating
a program that' s totally responsiveto these
students' needs:
"The timetable poses some problems.
The deadline dates are the same as those for
full-time students — the first week in
January for incoming freshman and March 4

for upperclassmen.
'TPs been my experience that most parttime students at Hope don't plan that far

ahead," Himebaugh says.
Although the application deadlinesare
past, Himebaugh says that last yeaPs late
applicants were still quite successful in receiving grants. Late applicants are notified
in ejjrly August if they qualify for a grant.
'^However, the program just doesn't address itself to the person who decides over
the summer that he wants to take a few
courses in the fall," Himebaugh notes.
Director of Admissions Tom LaBaugh
agrees that iP s difficult to measure fire impact of the new eligibility clause because of
the timing involved.
"A large number of our present part-time
students are adults whose financial condition might not allow them to qualify for the

1

awards," he adds.
In addition to local citizensand selfsupporting students, Himebaugh says that

I

the new eligibility clause will also affect
Hope students who shouldn't be taking a

during a particular semester—Tor
reasons of health, because of scheduling
problems, or because of an especially defull load

4

manding

course-load.
"In the past, as soon as a student dropped
below the full-timemark, the dollarshe had
received from the state couldn't remain,"
says Himebaugh.

news from Hove Colleve-AvrillMau.1977
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391 Seniors to Graduate;
Present 3 Honorary Degrees
Hope

College will confer degrees on 391

graduatingseniors

,

May

at

Commencement on

8.

Honorary degrees will be bestowed on
the Rev. Marion deVelder, general secretary of the Reformed Church in America;
Wilbur K. Pierpont, professor of accounting
at the University of Michigan;and Howard
R. Sluyter '28, an investmentsexecutive.
Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra, professor of philoswill give the commencement address. Dr. Dykstra is a 1935 graduate of
Hope and has been a member of the faculty
since 1947. In 1950 he was appointed professor and chairman of the department of

ophy,

?

philosophy.

T

A native of South Dakota, Dr. Dykstra
holds a Th.B. degree from Western
Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. from
Yale University.
The Rev. John W. Stewart, senior pastor
of Westminster Presbyterian Church of
Grand Rapids, Mich., will preach the baccalaureate sermon. Rev. Stewart was a

Divinity School and received an honorary
D.D. Degree from Central College in 1950.
He has served churches in Griggstown,
N.J., Churchville, Pa., Holland, Mich., Al-

bany, N.Y. and Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rev. de Velder currently appears in Who's
Who in America, Who's Who in the World and
Men of Achievement1977.
He and his wife, the former Edith
Wandscheer, have three children.
Wilbur K. Pierpontis professor of accounting at the University of Michigan,
School of Business Administration.From
1951-1976he also served the University as
vice-president and chief financial officer.
Bom in Winn, Mich., Pierpont received
his early educationin the Mt. Pleasant
schools and earned his B.A. degree from
Central Michigan University in 1934.
In 1936, he enrolled at the University of
Michigan, receiving his M.B.A. degree in
1938 and his Ph.D. degree in 1942.
During 1941, he was a fellow at the Brookings Institutionin Washington, D.C. In
1958, he received an honorary LL.D. degree
from Central Michigan University.
During World War n, Pierpont was a
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy, assignedto the
fiscal department of the Bureau of
Ordnance.
He returned to U-M in 1946 as assistant
professor of accountingin the School of
BusinessAdministrationand assistant to
the vice-president in charge of business

f

j

1

(

of the Hope faculty from 19671974, serving as associate dean for academic
affairs and assistant professor of history
from 1969-1974.
Honorary degree recipient the Rev.
Marion de Velder will retire this fall as
general secretary of the Reformed Church
in America, a post he has held since 1968.
He joined the denomination'sheadquarters in 1961 and has since served on numerous boards and commissions. Currentlyhe
is secretary to the General Synod Executive
Committee, RCA Official Representative in
Ecumenical Relations, executive secretary
to the Board of Pensions,secretary to the
Board of Direction, General Synod Executive Committee Representative to the Board
of Theological Education, and a member of
the following committees and councils:
RCA commission on History, RCA Permanent Committee on Christian Unity, General Program Council and various General

Synod commissions and committees.
He givfes service to the National Council

He was named controller in 1947,
continuingin that position until 1951.
Pierpontis the author of numerous articles dealing with the fiscal management of
universities.In 1972 he visited the National
University of Zaire as one of five members
of an advisorycommittee on university administration sponsored by the Rockefeller
Foundation. Fie has been a consultant to
other foundationsand to State and National
educational groups on university fiscal af-

of Churches, the World Council of
Churches, the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches, Religion in American Life, and
InterchurchCenter.

He also provides leadership for many interdenominational,
interfaithand world
mission organizations and activities.
A native of Iowa, he graduated from Central College in 1934 and received the B.D.
and M.Div. degrees from New Brunswick
Theological Seminary. He has done
graduate work at the University of Chicago

fairs aYid administration.

Sociology Professor Retires
The end of this school year will mark the
beginning of retirement for William R.
McIntyre,professor of sodology. Dr. McIntyre joined the Hope faculty in 1971.
During his tenure. Dr. McIntyre has been
instrumentalin upgrading the sodology

department program.
"A successful program of applied sodology had already been launched when I
came. I was involved in refiningit," he says.
The department offers sodology majors
two professional tracks. One program prepares a student for graduate school. The
other, the popular "psych-socmajor," prepares studentsplanning to enter "helping
professions," such as sodal work, law enforcement,etc.
Dr. Mdntyre has also headed for several
years a summer program for Japanese students which takes place on Hope's campus.
"I don't feel like retiring, but the time has
come," says Dr. McIntyre. "I did my doctoral dissertation on the sodal psychology
of old age and I've taught seminars on the
subject. Now that I'm in that category,

it

a bit further!"

Gamma

Phi,

Sigma, and Rotary International. He was presidentof the National
Association of College and University Business Officers from 1961 to 1963.
He is a member of the board of trustees of
the College Retirement Equities Fund and
the Kresge Foundation and is a director of
the Association for University Research in
Astronomy.
He and his wife, the former Maxine
Sponseller, have two children.
Howard R. Sluyter is an investmentsexecutive in Dallas, Tex. He has been a
member of the College's Board of Trustees
Beta

Dr. McIntyre claims to have entered his
profession "through the back door." He
began his undergraduate studies at Northwestern University as a pre-med student.
After his sophomore year, he interrupted
his studies and returnedseveral years later
with plans to study personnel administration.

He says he became "fasdnated with sodal sdence" and was offered an excellent
scholarship for graduate work in sodology.
He received the M.A. degree from
Northwestern in 1940. After a four-year
term of military service, he returned to hiS
studies and began his teaching career. He
earned the Ph.D. from Northwestern in

1951. .

•

,

While a graduate student. Dr. McIntyre
since 1968.
served for one year as an instructor at
In 1954 Sluyter joined Investments ManNorthwestern. He was on the faculty of
agement Corporationof Dallas, the operatDrake University from 1947-1952,DePauw
ing organization for the investmentsof the
University from 1952-1967, and was vice
late Clinton Williams Murchison and his
president for academic affiars at Albion Colsons.
lege from 1967-1971.
Sluyter previously had been an executive
Dr. McIntyre lists many possible options
with William Iselin & Company, a factoring
for retirement activities. He has had a
organization whose Grand Rapids, Mich,
strong interest in west African anthropolbranch was founded by Sluyter in 1937.
ogy for many years and has high hopes of
While a student at Hope, Sluyter was acmaking his first visit to the African continent.
tive in debate and public speaking, journalism and the Athletic Board.
He says that he and his wife, Elizabeth,
He is a member of numerous boards of
who is a spedalist in remedial reading, have
directors for dvic and sodal institutions.
discussedbecoming involved in a federal
He and his wife, Margaret, have one
program such as Vista.
daughter.
"And I have so many hobbies that I haveneufs from

been able to pursue," he' adds, making
particularmention of fishing and photogn't

raphy.

I

imagine I'll have the opportunityto study

Howard R. Sluyter
Pierpontis a member of Phi Kappa

...

and

finance.

member

:

----„ .......... ._r .....
maamt
Hope's new physical education and health fitness center is no longer a dream. Workmen are swarming
mer the site of the $3.6 million center in effort to have buildingready for the start of the 1978-79
school year. When completed,Hope will have, for the first time in several decades, a facilitywhich is
adequate for the comprehensive program in physicaleducation,recreation and athletics which has
evolved over the years.

Have Dr. Mdntyre's teaching methods
changed during his 30-year career in education?

"They haven't changed as much as
perhaps I wish they had," he answers.
"I've always includedsome discussion in
my classes, but I have increased, over the
years, the proportionof student response.
Also, I'm less and less hesitant all the time
to let my values show in the classroom,"he
adds.
"I use phrases like 'I think' or 'In my
opinion' to alert students that what follows
are not facts but my own values.
"Sociologists are never afraid to study
values, but they're often reluctant to let values into their approach,"he continues. "All
my teaching experience, except for one year
at Northwestern, has been in churchrelated schools. That wasn't deliberate,but,
looking back, I think it has encouraged me
to let my own values be known."
Dr. McIntyre says that he and his family
were "very well and cordiallyreceived"by
Hope and Holland. Their immediate plans
are to remain in the city.
They arrived in 1971 in the midst of Tulip
Time. With a home back-to-backwith the
Netherlands Museum, Dr. McIntyre says
they enjoyed hearing the klompen dancers
so much that they "didn't mind a bit not
being able to get the car out of the
driveway."
The McIntyres have three children: Jane,
a librarianat Holland'sChemetron Corporation; Martha, a teacher in Douglas, Midland Russel, a Hope senior.
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hope summer theatre

^

presents

opening

an exciting adventure in ‘repertory
with

a

i

musical by Dale Wasserman, Mitch
Leigh and Joe Darion

A powerful and
merges the
his

i
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$14.00
STUDENT & SR. CITIZEN^ $12.00

Cervantes with

Golden Age hero, Don Quixote.

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY JULY

v5

SEASON COUPON

beautiful musical which

spirit of novelist

8

July

f

8
i

Death of

The purchase

Salesman

a

TWO

of a season coupon entitles you to
to the musicals, and TWO to the plays.

FOUR admissions—

a drama by Arthur Miller

Willy Loman’s tragedy of shattered illusions and lost love which has become an

American classic.

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY JULY

\

/

15

_
_

Enclosed is

Do!

I
a

I

Do!

musical by Tom Jones and
Harvey Schmidt

By ,popular request

we

$

-

5=

for

ADULT

STUDENT OR

SR. CITIZEN

NAME

happily present

this warm, graceful musical about the trials

and joys of marriage.

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY JULY

ADDRESS.

!

29

The Importance of

BeingEarnest
a

comedy

by Oscar Wilde

t

A

bright and witty comedy about two
young men who confront social obstacles
no more serious than themselves.

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY AUGUST

(Musicals)
I-

ADULTS

HOPE SUMMER THEATRE
DEWITT CENTER
12th St. AT COLUMBIA AVENUE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423

IVI

I

I

v_/

I

(Plays)
12)

Children (under

MAIL TO:

5

The repertory format allows you to attend the
four plays of this summer season at your convenience. See the calendar to choose your
performance dates.

four

TELEPHONE.

SINGLE
Ol
^
L.
ADMISSIONS
O O
»

Tickets

$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.50

Student Rush
5 minutes before show— any available seat)

(1

J

Information available on group rates
and theatre/party reservations.

(616) 392-1449

V

SEASON COUPON SALE ENDS JULY 8
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Program Places Students

in 'Real

World'

continued from page one
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She's conducting a study of the incoming
telephone calls requesting account information, keeping tabs on the number of calls,
the type of calls and whether or not the
caller gets a busy tone.
Basically,Sandy is making a costfeasibility study for new equipment or
additional personnel to handle this aspect
of the bank's operations. When she writes
her summary report at the end of the term,
Sandy will make specificrecom-

mendations.
According to Linda Elenbaas, bank deposit accountingofficer, Sandy is accomplishing a task that others at die bank simply
haven't had time to get to.
''Also,sometimes we're so close to our
own processing ways; we can't see any
other way to do things," Elenbaas adds.
"Someone from outside, like Sandy, has a
fresh point of view."
Sue Walkotten,a senior from Augusta,
Mich., is interning at the Holland Public
Schools Administrative Office.She is working directly with the assistant superintendent for business, Lee Van Aelst.
This is Sue's second internship with the
office and she's becoming a jill-of-all-trades
when it comes to the business aspects of a
school system. She has compiled a qualified
vendors list, made a study of utilitiesusage,
worked on an allocationbudget for an upcoming millage election and has taken an

inventoryfor insurancepurposes.
Sue's internship has led her to make a
career choice and she's currently applying
for school businessmanager positions.
An internship situation which, in all
probability,will never be repeated is that of
Randy Haverdink, a Holland senior. Randy's internship consists of breeding and
raising hogs.
A full-time student and a full-time
farmer, Randy has been able to integratethe
two in the internship program.
Five miles south of Holland on a 60-acre
farm he bought last spring, Randy is his
own boss. He breeds hogs and raises the
piglets until they reach about 10 weeks,

when they are sold as "feeder pigs." He
currently has about 150 sows.
Randy, who grew up on a farm, says he
chose hog raising for its high profits.
"You have to be a businessman to be a
farmer these days," he notes. ''Farmingis
getting too big. If you don't know what
you're doing (in terms of borrowing money
and expanding facilities),you can really get
into trouble."
Randy's farm is a model of modernity.

.....
Hope studmt Sandy Wade

(left) goes

over a computer print-outwith bank officerLinda Elenbaas.

The house

is a brick ranch-style; the barns
new and clean; and the hogs' diet
of com and soybean meal is occasionally
supplemented with totally new-fangled
tidbits— Carnation Instant Breakfast Bars.
"They like the chocolate flavor," Randy
are mostly

reports.

Employment Commission
Helps Student Job Quests
What do a bank messenger, a pizza cook,
a translator and a chicken-tenderhave in

common?
They're all Hope College students who
got their part-time jobs through OffCampus Jobs, an on-campus office of the
Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC).
Off-Campus Jobs, at Hope since September, is patternedafter successful MESC
programs at Calvin College and several
junior colleges in the state.
According to Sydney Kramer, MESC
employment service representative who
heads Hope's office, there are currently
about 150 "conscientious, willing workers"
who are registered with Off-Campus Jobs.
An additional 50 students are registered
strictly for employment during this summer.
Finding short-term jobs for students during Tulip Time is a high priority,Ms.
Kramer says. She notes that many students
are willing to work heavy schedulesduring
the festival week.
"We also have many studentsinterested
in doing odd jobs and spring clean-up
work, includinghousecleaning,and
babysitting,''Ms. Kramer says. "These students want to work and earn a littleextra
money but they don't want to commit
themselvesto the regularity of a continuing

Ms. Kramer notes that in such private
labor situations, salary agreements are between the employer and the students.
"Often, students are offered X amount of
dollars for a particular job, rather than an
hourly wage," she says.
Students are also registered who have
special or technical skills, such as a bicycle
repairman or a computer science major.
Students register with Off-Campus Jobs
by filling out a card, listing the types of jobs
they7 re interested in and their experience in
these areas, as well as the hours they're
available for work.
When a prospective employer contacts
the offidce, Ms. Kramer and her aid, Marilyn Curtiss, conduct a file search to match
studentsto the job order. They then make
referrals. It's a free service to both students
and employers, and there are no obligations.

"Contactingus by no means obligates the
employer to hire one of our students," Ms.
Kramer emphasizes.
Prospective employers, includingthose
with odd-job needs, are urged to contact

Off-CampusJobs

(392-5111, ext. 2595) sev-

days before they actually need a
worker.
"It takes time to conduct a file search and
to contact the students." Ms. Kramer exeral

plains.

part-time job."
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May 7

Reunions for the classes of 1962, 1957,
1952, 1947, 1942, 1937, 1932, 1927,
Fifty Year Circle
Annual Alumni Association Dinner
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May

8

MAY

TERM
TERM

\

May 9-27

TULIP TIME
May 11-14

Holland'sinternationally famous festival

JUNE

*

June 6-24

SUMMER SESSION
June 27-August 5

THEATRE
SUMMER REPERTORY

>

July 8 to Sept. 3
The Man of LaMancha
I Do!, I Do!

Death of a Salesman
The Importance of Being

Sizing

Up

Ernest

j

Hope

"Where is Durfee Hall?" asks a
young woman standing in front of DurHall. „
"What kind

fee

of

dorms does Hope

have?"
"If I take a course at J.C. this summer, wall the credits transfer?"
"Does it always snow this much in
Holland?"
No question goes unanswered for
high sdiool seniors who visit Hope's
campus on a High School Senior Day.
According to Tom La Baugh, director
of admissions,"The day is designed to
offer high school seniors an opportunity to examine the academic program
of Hope College and participatein a
typical day in the life of a Hope student."
Five Senior Days take place on campus each year. High School students
may pick and choose from the variety
of regularly scheduled college classes
to attend. Special conferences for sev-

such as
pre-engineeringand education, are
eral specificareas of study,

also held.
High school seniors have opportunities to meet facultymembers and to
discuss college life in general with stu-

dents and

staff.

For those who have never seen
Hope, tours of the campus are a highlight.

Parents of high school seniors are
Senior Days and a special
Parents' Conference enables them to
ask questionsand find out about the
guidance services available to Hope

welcome on

students.

1977-78 ACADEMIC YEAR
August 27, Residence Halls Open and
Freshman Orientation Begins
August 30, Registration
August 31, Classes

Begin

(

1977 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 10, DePauw (Community Day)
Sept. 17, Wabash
Sept. 24, at Indiana Central
Oct. 1, at Wheaton, 111.
Oct. 8, at Albion
Oct. 15, Olivet (Homecoming)
Oct. 22, at Adrian
Oct. 29, Alma (Parent's Day)

Nov.
21st

Kalamazoo

5, at

ANNUAL

VILLAGE SQUARE
The 21st annual Village Square will be
held on Hope's campus Friday, July 29. The
Village Square, an outdoor bazaar, is sponsored by the Women's League for Hope Col-

lege.
Now

52nd year of existence, the
Women's League has raised almost
$500,000 for the decorating and maintenance of Hope's buildings. The Village
Square event was initiatedin 1957.
Last fall the League pledged to donate
in

;

its

Senior Days for the 1977-78 school
year are scheduled on Oct. 21, Nov. 11,
Dec. 2, Feb. 10, Mar. 17 and April 14.
For further informationwrite or call
the Admissions Office, Hope College,
HoUand, Mich. 49423 (616)392-5111,
ext. 2241.

$10,000 each year for the refurbishing of two
cottages, and also set a fund-raising goal
of $100,000 for the renovation of Van Vleck
Hall. Van Vleck Hall was declareda registered historic site last fall by the Michigan
Historical

SIX
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Career First-Aid
First-aidfor students with fuzzy futures which are applicable to many careers.
was provided in a variety of ways on Career
"Liberal arts graduateshave the ability to
Day, March 17. A stimulating keynote
transferwhat they know to a wide variety of
speaker, several workshops and the chance tasks. They are widely focused."
to chat informally with 50 professional repVan Aalst and his assistant,John Munce,
resentatives of careers often chosen by lib- conducted three Career Day workshops.
eral arts students — these were the resources Two workshops revolvedaround the idenavailableto students grappling with what to tification of liberal sldlls.Through a series of
do with their lives, as well as to those with exerdses,studentsisolated a specific,despecificcareer goals.
scriptiveset of statementof their own skills
Dr. Frank Van Aalst, dean of career de- and were shown how this list could be used
velopment at the College of Charleston,
to present themselves confidently and imS.C., addressed a Community Hour audi- aginatively in the job hunt process.
ence on the topic "Career Development
A third worshop focused on goal setting
Through Liberal Education."
for life-planning.Students pinpointedper"The best career educationin the world sonal goals and their concepts of sodety' s
does not create any new jobs," Van Aalst needs and were challenged to imaginatively
said.
integrate the two.
What career education does, according to
"Meet the Professionals'/enabled stuthe speaker, is prepare people to identify
dents to talk with people who are active in a
their skills and to get a dear picture of what
variety of careers. Over a cup- of coffee, a
skills are required in a particular occupastudent was able to ask questions, like
tion.
"What courses in college helped you most?
"If you're a biology major, what does that
What do you do in a typical day? What
mean to an employer?" he asked. "Does it
are the advancementopportunities?"
mean you understand the environment,
Even the professionals found the experithat you can do research, that you're a good
ence stimulating. Muskegon Lawyer John
planner, organizer, manager, etc., etc.,
Van Eenanaam said: "Someone asked me
etc.?"
According to Van Aalst, there are six dus- what you could do with a law school educaters of skills that are implidt in liberal arts tion besides being a lawyer. And you know,
education, regardless of one's major area of I had never thought of that before."

Career Day was sponsored by Hope's
Center for Counseling, Career Planning
and Placement. Personality and vocational
interest tests, career planning groups, a
management,and design and planning. career library of occupationalinformation
Van Aalst conduded that only liberal arts and professional counseling are some of the
on-going services the Center provides for
graduateshave the ability to address the
problems of sodety and that they have skills studentswith vocational concerns.

study. These are: research and investigation, information and management, communicatipn and persuasion, human services and relations,administration and
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Today's Technology Creates Tomorrow's Woes: Schumacher
Technology as America knows it will
have no place in the future because of its
completerelianceon fossil fuels, said British
economist E. F. Schumacherin an oncampus address on March 14,
Schumacheris internationally known as
the originator and practitioner of "intermediate" technology.He is the author of
Stnall is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered.

One

of the world's leading fuel

economists,Schumacher predicted in 1958
a world energy crisis in the 1970s. As adviser to 30 developing nations, he became
known around the world as the leading expert on "intermediate"technologies (more
productivethan traditionalmethods in agricultureand industry but less costly and
resource-depleting than Western "high"
technology).

Schumachersaid

that high technology
not only doesn't fit into the future, but that

news from Hope College-AprillMay,1977

also didn't fit too well in the past. This is
evident, he said, in "an unmitigatable
polarization which exists today between the
rich and the poor in this world" and in a
developing polarity between congested
cities ("Hell-holes, surrounded by dreary
slums, where people perish") and virtually
unpopulated expanses of land.
Schumacher defined technology as "the
incarnation of intelligence."He said that
intelligenceshould be used to create more
technological options to fill in the huge gap
which now exists between primitive
methods and high technological methods.
The speaker described high technology as
being "inordinately violent." He noted that
the number of scientistsalive in the U.S.
today exceeds the number of scientists in all
of history. Yet problems remain unsolved,
he claimed, because violent technology
creates new problems for every problem it's
supposedly solving.
it

As flagrant examples of violent technolSchumacher dted the creation of
plutonium and the widespread use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
Regarding energy conservation,
Schumacher said that there are no substitutes for oil and that there can be only one
sensible energy policy: "learn to do with
ogy,

less fuel."
He said energy cut-backs could be made
in domestic heating (through lower temeratures and the development of solar
eating), in agriculture (through organic
farming) and in product transport (through
the systematic development of efficient
smaller production units, thus eliminating
long-distanceshipping).
"If we quite consciously divert only 5-10
per cent of our research effortsto develop
alternativetechnology, then I am convinced
our problems can be solved," he concluded.
Since 1965 Schumacherhas served as

founder-chairman of the London based Intermediate Technology Development
Group in its work with developingnations.
He is also president of the Soil Association
in Great Britain, a directorof the Scott Bader
Corporation(a highly successful British
chemical products firm which has
pioneered in worker ownership),and honorary chairman of Intermediate Technology
of Menlo Park, Calif., a nonprofit organization working in North America as resource
center and catalyst to assist those seeking to
embody in action the values and ideas of
Schumacherand other thinkers defining a
workable future. Peter Gillingham,founder
of IntermediateTechnology, is collaborating with Schumacheron Good Work,
scheduled by Harper & Row for publication
in the fall of 1977.
His Holland lecture was co-sponsored by
Miller, Inc. of Zeeland, Donnelly
Mirrors, Inc. of Holland,and Hope College.

Herman

seven

snowy streets
a little business.
After a cold afternoonin the city, the
fireplaceat the Orland Park Church was a
very appealing place to curl up and study
before the evening meal.
After every meal, different groups from
the choir are responsibile for providingentertainment. And tonight's entertainment
featured "Coach" Reitberg vs. 6'8"
kini clad models out into the
to

drum up

Dwayne Boyce

in a basketball playoff. The
cheering sections sided with "Coach," of
course, and he won the playoff 10-8 after
flabbergasting Dwayne with some amazingly originalmoves. (What a way to warm
up for a concert. Coach!)
Mar. 22 It always seems that when the
schedule is the tightest,something goes
wrong. This morning, with only a half hour
to make it to the high school where we were
doing a morning chapel service, one of our
buses was involved in a "fender-bender."
Luckily, not much damage was done and
our second bus still got us all to the high
school in time. And our first bus driver,
backed by 64/ eyewitnesses,had no trouble
convincingthe police that it was "the other
guy's fault."
Our bus drivers, with us for the whole
tour, are as much a part of our group as any
of the choir members. They not only always
get us to our destination safely, they provide us with plenty of entertainmentalong
the route.
Mar. 23 Each member of the choir enjoys
music and takes his role as a musician seriously. There are times, however, when we
relax from our roles and enjoy ourselves in
other ways. Today, for example, we
stopped in Milwaukee on our way to
Oostburg, Wisconsin, and many of us
toured the Schlitz brewery. We were given
a complete — and very educational — tour of
the entire plant.
Mar. 24 It was a short bus ride from

Oostburg

to

Waupan, Wisconsin and many

of the choir members took

advantage of the
free time at the church to catch up on studying or letter writing. For the more energetic

members

On

T

our

more than a thousand Hope students have participated in the
annual Chapel Choir spring tour. During its history, the Chapel Choir has
Since 1953

traveled in excess of 150,000 miles in half of the 50 United States, plus the

province of Ontario and seven countries in Europe. The Chapel Choir

under the

is

Roger Rietberg, associate professor of music.
news from Hope College invited Mary Voskuil, a senior from Baldwin,
Wis., to keep a diary of the highlights of this year's tour. Here are her
direction of

observations:
Mar. 19- Saturday,

6:00 p.m. In the midst of

wash at the
last minute, trying to pack for two weeks of
traveling,and figuring out what homework
has to be done ahead of time, a majority of
the choir gathered together in Diriment
Chapel for a service of Holy Comunion.
Having practiced for months, we used these
last quiet moments together in worship to
dedicate ourselves as individuals and as a
choir to be His messengers.
Chaplain Hillegonds spoke to us on
Psalm 150. We then moved into one large
circle, passing the bread and wine to our
neighbor.It was a communion that will no
doubt be strengthenedin the next two
weeks.
Mar. 20. As we boarded the bus for the first
all

the hustle and bustle of doing

rained and snowed most of the time we
were in the city, but that still didn't keep us
from walking all the way down to the Water
Tower Place to do some shopping. And the
snow didn't keep the stores from exhibiting
their

of the choir, the

Waupan Church

arranged for the use of a gymnasium where
we could stretch our bus-cramped muscles
and shoot a few hoops. The high school
studentsprobably wondered what was
happening when 40 college students descended upon their basketball courts and
started doing everythingfrom belly-

merchandise either! One store sent bi-

dandng

exercises to playing volleyball
without a net. Butwe really appreciated the
chance for some hard physical activity.
Also an important part of tour is the
spiritualactivities that spontaneously develop. Following the evening meal tonight,
an optional prayer meeting and fellowship
time took place in one of church Sunday
school rooms. These after dinner gettogethers give us the opportunityto share
our joys and our needs and to participatein
open prayer. They help us to stop and reflect on the message we are bringing
through our music to the many people we
sing for along our tour.
Mar. 25 During our stop at Madison, Wisconsin, many of us toured the University of

Madison. The huge, sprawling,crowded

a change from Hope
College! We were all impressed with the
university's facilities,but also, I think, we
were reminded of the advantages of the
kind of education that a small liberal arts
college offers. Having felt rather lost in the
bigness of the campus one choir member
sighed as we boarded our buses, "It' s a nice
place to visit, but I wouldn't want to go to
school there."
Mar. 25 Often on tour it is easy for us to
think solely about what we as a choir are
doing for the church we're singing at and
not about all the work they've gone through
to have us. The Madison Reformed Church
is only one example of a church that went all
out to make our stay great. The total membership of the choir probably exceeded the
number of families in the church, but that
didn't phase this church; every family
hosted some of the choir members. Not having the facilities to prepare a full dinner for
us, the church called in Kentucky Fried
Chicken to help them out. Totally packed
into their fellowship hall, the choir shared a
meal with the church members. And for
entertainmentthat night. Coach showed us
all how to belly-dance! It is this kind of fun
and hospitality that characterized all the
churches we stayed with on our tour.

campus certainly was
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time, all of us shared a sense of anticipation.
Finally, after all those weeks of talking
about tour, it was actually here! Our first
concert in South Holland (111.) helped set
the routine for the rest of the tour and give
us a total understanding of what it means to
be on tour.
After our concert, we were matched up
with our host families.We would be staying
each night with a differentfamily, but tonight's hosts seemed extra special to us
simply because they were our first.
Mar. 21. Since we only had a short distance
to travel to our next host church, we spent a
free afternoonin downtown Chicago. It
eight
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Russ DeVette: Superstar
in His

Own

Right

Randall VandeWater '52 has followed the
playing and coaching career of Russ DeVette,
first as correspondentfor the old Grand Rapids
Herald and for the past 25 years as sports editor
and city editor of The Holland Sentinel. On the
day ofDeVette's announcementthat he is retiring VandeWaterwrote the folloioing tribute in
The Sentinel.
Nostalgia may be an old sportswriter's
nemesis,but for every scribe certain high
points are never forgotten.
Such is the case in describing an assodation with Hope College coach Russ De
Vette, who I covered for several years more
than a decade ago.
Several new expressions have worked
their way into the sports jargon of the past
decade. "Superstar," "class" and "low key
profile" are just a few. But they tell best
about a fellow whose life has spanned the
Holland sports scene for more than three
decades,25 as Hope coach.
I would have used "superstar" when as a
correspondentfor the old Grand Rapids
Herald, I filed a story March 22, 1947, announdng his selectionas the first winner of
the MIAA's most valuable basketball player
award, an honor then presentedby Randall
C. Bosch of Holland.
As a coach he gave "superstar" status to
.

’

Mar. 26 This was a spedal day for us because it was our "free day" in Minneapolis.
We had no concert to give that night and we
stayed in a hotel rather than with host
families. Though many of us complained of
having tired feet from doing our concerts,
fc-none of us were too tired to walk the city,
: throw up our hats on the comer where
Mary Tyler Moore throws up her hat, or
step out for a little dancing in the nightlife of
i

Minneapolis.
Mar. 27 For our Sunday morning services,
5 we split up into two choirs and participated
, .in the worship services of two Reformed
Churches in the Twin Cities area. It was a
beautiful,sunny day in Minneapolis — a
pleasant change from all the rain. It was a
perfect day for relaxing on the church lawn
. with a book or a letter — while trying to
' forget all the homework that still had to be
made up.
Sunday evening concerts are always special and this one was no exception; the congregation was especiallyresponsiveto our
message in music — and, a Chapel Choir
first, we forgot the concert programs on the
bus and had to track the bus down and pass
the programs out to the congregation
half-way through the concert!
Mar. 29 This morning we toured the EROS
Space Center in Sioux Falls, S.D. The center
I j is responsible for processing the data from

,

‘

reached DeMotte, Ind. Happiness pervaded from some because of the end of living out of suitcases and constant bus motion. Sadness was instilled because this was
the last tour for the seniors, the end of a
fantastictour, and friendships being suddenly cut off. But the mood, whatever it was
at the time, always reflectedthe closeness of
the choir. One traditionalactivitywas the
choir awards ceremony, showing that even
some petty faults and mistakes can be
laughted at. Spadness, wrong notes and
even harshness were all forgotten and
placed into perspective that night. Yet, the
abiding modd was still one of friendship
and dedication to our friends, college, and
Lord.
April 2 As we climb aboard the bus for the
final run, each of us is mindful that in a few
short hours we will be thrust back into everything we have left behind for the past
two weeks; sleep, studies, and our fellow
students.

six other

Hope

athletes who

won

the

same

Vanderbilt, Don Boyink, Rich Bakker, Daryl
Siedentop and John Kleinheksel.
Bob Ritsema was captain of the '56-'57
champs, Dwayne Teusink, the '57-58
kings, Benes, the '58-'59 team and Vender
Hill and Ritsema, the '59-'60 team, undefeated in 14 MIAA games.
Many have forgotten some of those entertaining hours in the Civic Center, personified by De Vette and his "low key profile" as he always credited the team after
they had carried out intricate defensive and
offensive maneuvers. Here's a few:
. Warren Vander Hill's last second 22foot jump shot to give Hope an 87-85 win
over No. 4 ranked Wheaton when De Vette
had set up a play so Vander Hill would get
the ball with his back to the basket, turn and
.

.

fire.
. underdog Hope winning a 127-119
overtime against Alma in the MIAA's highest scoring game. Glenn Van Wieren led
with 32.
.

.

. Jim Vander Hill's clever moves and
shootingin a come-from-behind win over
Calvin to give Hope an unblemished 1963
.

.

MIAA

record.

He also gave Hope fans the likes of Ekdal
Buys, who helped Hope win in 1962; Clare
Van Wieren, who led Hope to a 1965 crown;
all-time scoring king Brady, who saw two
championship trophies in 1967 and '68; Dan

award, induding two (Ray Ritsema and
Floyd Brady) who won it twice.
His quiet "dass" was demonstrated in

Shinabarger, who thrilled with 51 points in
one game, and Roy Anker, who epitomized
the many others whom he took from

1959 when the Flying Dutchmen bumped
nationally-ranked Wheaton, 81-76 to cap- ‘
hire the 1958-59 NCAA Great Lakes regional championship.
It was exemplified a week later with a grin
(to us) when he and his team were introduced to 5,000 spectators in Evansville,
Ind., prior to the NCAA. college tourney.
And then displaying that same class a short
time later when a 20-foot last second jump
shot eliminated Hope, 76-74. The
event had been a coaching zenith.
Blessed with probably the best array of
talent ever to play basketball at Hope during
a four-year span, De Vette, who was the
first to laud their talents,saw the Flying
Dutchmen compUe a 75-15 record, four
straight MIAA crowns and the NCAA regional title.

medioae ability to all-MIAA status.
Hope fans will recall other reminiscences

NCAA

Those were the years of unanimous allpicks Paul Benes, Ray Ritsema and
Warren Vander Hill. They were joined on
the regional championship team by Darrel
Beerink, Wayne Vriesman, Albert
Buursma, Norm Schut, Rolland Schut, Bill

MIAA

about De Vette-coachedteams but these recollectionsseemed to illustrate to me a
former "superstar" with a "low key profile"
who always displayed "class" in directing
Hope to more than 320 victories.

Russ DeVette's Year-by-Year
Coaching Record at Hope
1948-49
1965-66 13-9
1949-50 11-9
1966-67 15-7*
1950-51 8-12
1967-68 17-6*
1955-56 10-11
1968-69 10-11
1956-57 16-5*
1969-70 10-12
1957-58 19-3*
1970-71 13-8
1958-59 20-3*
1971-72 10-11
1959-60 17-4*
1972-73 9-13
1960-61 13-9
1973-74 11-11
1961-62 13-8*
1974-75 9-13
1962-63 15-7*
1975-76 10-12
1963-64 11-11
1976-77 11-11
1964-65 16-6*

10-7

*MIAA Champions

As we reach the Holland dty limits, we
ride in silence, each of us reflectingabout
tour, the new friends we have made, and
how the Lord has blessed us with a safe trip .
It seems only fitting that as we arrive on
campus we close our tour with singing the

Alma Mater hymn:
"Spera in deo
Hope, our varsity."

satellites circling the earth. After a tour, all

the choir members were busy looking up
aerial maps of their

hometowns and

of

Hol-

land, Michigan, taken by the satellites.
Prior to our afternoon practice,we had a
v serviceof rededication. Five choir members
1 had gotten together earlier that day to plan
the simple and meaningful service. Songs
were sung, prayers lifted up, and scripture
read. Consideringtour was more than half
over, the sendee came at a good time. Some
of us were weary and losing patience and
< 1 fe^ we were drifting away from our original
intent: to be His messengers,to give glory to
God. The service rejuvenatedus. In fact,
our concert that evening was one of our best
concerts.
‘

Mar. 31 Today was one of our last long bus
ndes so we made the most of it. We played a
lot .if charades and a lot of card games. And
when we were at a loss for anything else to
do, we even tried stuffingCoach Rietberg in
the bus bathroom.

% Ap’d! 1st Being our final concert on the
^ Hour, emotions were mixed when we

lien'sfrom
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Wrestlers Have Best Year;
Cagers Finish at .500
Recipients of recognition for achievement
during Hope's winter sports season and
captains for 1977-78 teams have been announced.
Junior forward Jim Holwerda of Grand
Rapids, Mich, was named both the most
valuable varsity basketball player for the
past season and captain of the 77-78 Flying

Dutchmen.
Holwerda led Hope

in scoring this year
with a 15.4 points per average and was
named to the MIAA all-conference second
team.
Final statistics for the 76-77 basketball
season indicates the Flying Dutchmen are a
team of the future.
The team's three top scorers will all be
back next year. Holwerda led the squad in
scoring with a 15.4 point per game average,
followed by sophomore forward Bruce
Vander Schaaf of Willowbrook, 111. at 10.8
and sophomore guard Scot Peterson of
Wilmette, 111. at 10.2
Hope had one of its best free throw shooting teams ever as the Dutchmen made 73%
of their attempts.
Senior center Dwayne Boyce of New York
City led the team in rebounding for the third
straight year. Boyce ended with a career
scoring total of 804 points.
Holwerda, also a standout in football, has
an excellent chance of surpassing1,000
career points next year. He has scored 817
through three seasons, an average of 12.4
points per game.
The only graduatesfrom this year's 11-11
team are Boyce and guard Jeff Waterstone of
Livonia.
Sophomore Wayne France of Pompton
Lakes, N.J. was selected both the most valuable and outstandingmember of the
wrestling team. The award for being outstanding is based on won-lost record while
the most valuable is determined by team
members on the basis of dedication to the
program. A 177 pound wrestler,France was

runnerup in the MIAA tournament and had
a 17-7 season record.
Bart Rizzo, a junior from Plainwell, and
Tharlo Klaver, a junior from Wyoming,
were elected co-captains of next year's
team.
The wrestlers, coached by George Kraft,
had the most successful dual meet record in
the school's history with a 9-5 mark and
finished third in the MIAA.
Senior Sue Dirkse of Holland, Mich, was
selected most valuable player on the women's basketball team. Co-captain of the
team, Dirkse was the leading scorer at 14
points per game.

Sophomore Nancy Kasmersky of Columbus, Ohio was selected most improved
player on the women's varsity team while
Barbara Geeting,a junior from Fremont

Summer

Mich., was named most valuable player
the women's jayvee squad.

on

The women, under new coach Anne

Iri

junior varisty basketball team.
Named the outstandingcheerleader was
senior Pat Hahn of Kalamazoo. Hahn was
captain of both the football and basketball
cheerleadingsquads. A new award, the
honor is intended to recognize overall contribution to the cheerleadingsquad.
S

Rural Schools Course

Offered during

May

A May Term course designed to give

•>

teacher candidates field experience in rural
public schools will be offered this spring by
Hope College. The project is funded by a
$4,600 federal grant from the Rural Development Council. Dr. Carl Schackow, associate professor of education, serves as the
project leader.
During the three-week May Term, approximately20 teacher candidateswill live
and work in a northern Michigan county.
Each participant will serve as an aide or
assistantteacher for the regular school day.
In addition, participants will attend
seminars dealing with the following topics:
Parental Attitudestoward Education,Student Goals after Graduation, Problems in
Financing Public School Programs, and
Community Acceptance of Teachers.
Students will also develop individual re-

‘

search projects to further explore specific
characteristicsof rural schools and their

communities.
The purpose of the course is "to acquaint
public school teacher candidateswith the
unique, challenging and sometimes frustrating characteristicsof the rural school
and the community it serves," accordingto

Schackow.
"Many school teacher candidatesfrom

Dr.

suburban or urban backgrounds seek teaching positions in rural schools. Frequently
they have a romanticizedvision of living
and teaching in a small town. It is the intent
of this project to provide a realistic experience so candidatesmay confirm or dismiss
personalattitudes.
'Teachers who are better able to accept
and genuinely understand the social and
political nature of the small town will be
best able to meet the needs of the student in
the small town school."
This is the 4th year that the Hope Department of Education has offered a field
experience in rural education.

DANCE THREE, Hope's third annual

dance recital,um held March 17-19 in the DeWitt Cultural
Center. Approximately 40 studentsjoined guest artists Robert Yohn and Pamela Johnson to present
ballet,jazz and contemporary numbers. Students were directed by Hope instructors Maxine De

Bruyn, Rich Rahn and Ed

Riffel.

Dance Work Picked

Sessions Offer Unique Study

A variety of summer study opportunities . "Death and the Meaning of Death," a
philosophy course, will include readings
is again being offered by Hope College durfrom best-sellerElisabeth Kubler-Ross,
ing the May and June Terms and the SumPlato, Camus, and others.
mer Session. Both regular and innovative,
topical courses are available to full-time
students, part-time students, high school
juniors and seniors, and area residents.
Admission is flexible and generally does not
require the submission of credentials.
May Term (May 9-27) and June Term
(June 6-24) are designed for an intensive
approach to a single course. In just three
weeks, 3-4 semester hours of college credit

may be earned.
"Research in Michigan History" may be
Michiganders caught up in the
growing trend of attempting to discover
one's geneological "roots." Students will
select an individual research topic and will
use original materials found in various archival collectionsin the state of Michigan.
Students from any discipline who fear
they are products of an age of declining
literacymay leam to express ideas more
effectivelyby enrolling in "Advanced Writof interestto

i

win, posted a 5-11 record and where third in
the upper division of the WM1AA.
Freshman Rick Zoulek of Shelby was
named most valuable player on the men's

Among

the

new May Term

offerings is

"The Process of Discovery,"an upper-level
course which will examine creativityin
chemistry. How do concepts begin? What is
done to lead to their being accepted?What
is the impact of discoveries? These questions will be dealt with by three visiting
well-known and innovativescientists,including Nobel Prize winner Melvin Calvin.
"Digging Up the Past," a classicscourse
taking place in Jordan and Israel, will give
fundamental archaeological field experience. It may be followed up with a special
June Term course, "The Greece of Homer,
Socrates, and St. Paul."
Among the popular off-campus courses
that are being repeated this May Term are:
"The Art of England" taking place in Britain, "Geology in Colorado" taking place
near Salida, and "State and Local Government in Chicago, Grand Haven, and Lansing," which features interviews with city

officials (last year, including the late

Mayor

Richard Daley) and visits to public agencies.
Director of Summer Sessions Dr. Donald
Williams says: "Adults could enrich and
enhance our May and June Term offerings.
We sincerely and honestly welcome nontraditional,adult students. There's a real
place for them."
Adults are also

welcome to

enroll in

week-long workshops offered by the English Department, being held August 8-13.
An undergraduate may earn 1-2 hours of
credit and help is available to those seeking
1 credit of graduate-level of work to be
applied elsewhere.Workshops in five subjects are offered.

Two non-credit workshops "Beginning
Piano for Adults" and "Singing God's
Praises" are being offered by the department of music this summer. Only a minimal
fee to cover costs is required.
Further details on these and other

Term, June Term and

May
Summer Session

courses may be obtained by writing or calling Dr. Donald Williams, Hope College,
HoUand, Mich. 49423 (616)392-5111.

for

Region Festival

A new work created in the Hope College
dance program was recently selected as one
of seven works to appear in the concert of
the American College Dance Festivalfor the
midwestem region on May 1 at Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo.
The work, entitled "Ritual", was one of
21 pieces entered by 11 midwest universities and colleges for adjudication.
The work was inspired by the "Music for
Strings, Percussion and Celesta" by Bela
Bartok. The work was choreographed by
Hope faculty members Ed Riffel and Rich
Rahn.
Among the judicators were Martha Hill,
head of the dance department at Juilliard
School in New York, and William Christenson, artistic director for Ballet West in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Miss Hill's review of the work said: "The
choreographicconception of the whole
seems to me admirable — there's suspense,
drama, everything. I'm enthusiastic about
this.
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Rev. Nettinga Retires

As Bible Society Head

Dr. Nettingaholds a B.D. degree from
Western Theological Seminary and the
Ph.D. from Union Theological Seminary. In
1975 he was presented an honorary Doctor
of Letters degree by Hope College.
Dr. Nettinga's wife, Peggy, died early
this year. Dr. Nettinga plans to settle in
Carlsbad, Calif., a spot he and Mrs. Nettinga had chosen for their retirement years.
"My present plans are to catch up on
some writing that has been delayed, such as
one or two books and magazine articles,
and then if possible make myself available
for lectures on the history and relevance of
the Bible to the last1 two decades of this
century," he says.
"One of my old professors always said, 'If
you want to get the most out of the Bible,

James Z. Nettinga '34 retired on Feb. 1
with the American
Bible Society. Since 1972, Dr. Nettinga
served as ABS directorof advance programs
and executive secretary of the information
department.
He joined the American Bible Society in
1949 as field secretary of the Southern
CaliforniaDistrict, a post he filled for seven
read it with imagination.' I can't think of a
years. He joined the headquartersstaff in
book so old, and yet one that can be so
New York in 1956 as executive secretary of up-to-date.
education and information. He directed the
"Emerson had a word for it. Throw it (the
ABS' 150th anniversaryprogram (1964Bible) out the window, and bounce it comes
1966) and was executive secretary of its naback again.' That has given me the subject
tional distribution department for seven
of the book I am working on. Watch the
years.
Bouncing Book, which will seek to uncover
An ordained minister of the Reformed
the consciousand unconscious use of the
Church in America, Dr. Nettingawas pas- Bible and its teaching in every walk of life,"
tor of the East 89th St. Reformed Church,
Dr. Nettinga continues.
New York, from 1938-1942. He then be"My uncle. Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer (an
came secretary of young people's work for 1887 graduate of Hope), once wrote an artithe RCA and later acted as a secretary of the
cle, "Life Begins at 70," when he retired
Board of Domestic Missions,with special
from Princeton. I still have a few years to go
supervision of new church fields and inter- to reach even that point."
Dr.

after a 27-year career

Librarian Promotes

Unique

Animal Checkout

Zoo

Eleanor Robinson '51 Zoellner, librarian
Pima Elementary School, Scottsdale,
Ariz., is known for her "lively" imagina-

Mrs. Zoellner must first receive written
permissionfrom parents and she visits each
home, prior to the first time a child is loaned
an animal, to meet parents and explain how
the animal should be cared for.
The Animal Checkout Zoo keeps alive entirely through Mrs. Zoellner's dedication.
She has no budget money for the animals
and spends about $15 a month of her own
money to keep the menagerie fed. She
transports the animals in her car from one
foster home to another.
The library also offers a "Where the Wild
Things Are" room (science fiction creatures
painted on the walls),reading sessions with
Mrs. Zoellner dressed up in costumes to
depict story characters, games and "touching pictures" (made of various fabrics,
plants, etc.). And plenty of magazines and
books.
"I hate to call a library a media center,"

at

tion.

Mrs. Zoellner has incorporatedan unusual feature into her library, an Animal
Checkout Zoo. The Zoo includes gerbils,
white rates, fish, guinea pigs, a turtle, a
Chinese Nightengale named Lovely Bird
and a canary dubbed Woodstock.
The animals come from various sources,
including a veterinarian for whom Mrs.
Zoellner works part-time. Rodents are her
favorite checkout pets because they're usually healthy and good-natured.
"The idea was to make the library a warm
place and encourage the kids to come in,"
she said. "I hoped that many of the children
with social problems or those who were
new in school or shy could relate to the
animals and come to the library without
feeling threatened."
Kids can check out pets during weekends
and holidays, for as long as two-week

Mrs. Zoellner said. "It

is

first of all, a place

books. And when all else fails, the
printed work is still there."
for

periods.

Alumni Gather Nationwide

During his 27 -year career with the American Bible Society, Dr. Nettinga made Bible presentationsto

American Presidentssix

From

times.

WTAS

to

ABC

Bill DeBlock '75, former "Munchkin of the
Morning" disc jockey on Hope's WTAS
radio station,has been working as a
cameraman and audioman for ABC-TV in
New York City since graduation.Last
month ABC hired him as a permanent audio

for a run

and

in

New York

through,once

for a dress rehearsal

finally for the taping.

he hooked?
"You have to be involvedin the storyline
to properly take part in the production,"he
answers.
engineer.
But all Bill's accomplishments at ABC
Soap opera fans may be interested to
haven't gone into bubbles. He also handled
know that Bill has been in control of those a camera for a live, New York morning talk
organ ditties (music cues) that intersperse
show. (Most memorable incident: when
the action on "One Life to Live" and "All
guests The Jackson Five were mouthing a
My Children."
song and half-way through the speakers
Soap opera sets are "like a fantasy-land," went on the fritz.) And he worked as an
Bill says. "They're completely sealed off
audio-man at the ABC Election Center in
from tire rest of the world and the only
New York last fall. It was a 24-hour day on
sense of time you get is from your watch."
the job.
Soaps are taped, not live. Bill reveals.
Bill says his experienceon the board at
Each episode that he worked on, he viewed WTAS proved to be "a good launching
four times: once for camera blocking, once
ground" for his landing the job at ABC.
neivs from
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Alumni meetings have recently taken
place in various West and Midwest areas.
In late February, President Gordon). Van
Wylen and Vern Schipper,associate director of college relationsfor alumni affairs,
conducted a series of meetings in the West.
On Feb. 23, a noon luncheon meeting was
held in Tucson, Ariz., hosted by Dr. Bernard '26 and Dorothy Dekker '28
Shoemaker and Dr. Eugene '28 and Theressa Mooi '28 Damstra. Twenty-six of the 33
alumni located in the Tucson area attended
the meeting.
In the evening of Feb. 23 a meeting was
held in Phoenix, Ariz., hosted by the Rev.
Daniel '43 Fylstra and Dr. Floyd '50 and
PatriciaSalisbury '53 Goulooze.
On Feb. 24 a buffet dinner and alumni
meeting was hosted by Cha'plain Henry '38
and Ernestine Klerekoper '30 Beukema of
San Diego, Calif. All the vegetables and
salad greens served at the dinner had been
harvested from the Beukema garden.
The Los Angeles Alumni Chapter held a
meeting on Feb. 25 at the Orange County
Airport. Bill Welmers '36 led the event, attended by 100 alumni.
On Feb. 28, 30 alumni from the greater
San Francisco area gathered for their first
reunion in many years. Jande Evert '57 and
Barb Brookstra'56 Suby organized the

event, held at

a

restaurant on the bay with a

view of the Golden Gate Bridge, designed
by Hope alumnus Clifford E. Paine '10.

On March 17, 115 members of the
Ann Arbor Alumni Chapter met at
the Dearborn campus of the University of
Michigan. Marge Lucking '48 French was
hostess and George Lumsden '44 was the
master of ceremonies.Hope studentsGordon Carrier, Gwen DeBoer and Ed Ryan
Detroit-

attended the event, along with President
Van Wylen, Vern Schipperand Jack Hascup
'53, presidentof the Alumni Assodation.
Kalamazoo alumni gatheredon March 22
at an area restaurant. The event was organized by John VerSteeg '65, who was
elected presidentof the Kazoo Chapter.
Head Basketball Coach Glenn Van Wieren,
Dean of the Fine and Performing Arts James
Malcolm, Director of Admissions Tom
LaBaugh and Student Gordon Carrier were
present.

Upcoming alumni meetings are
scheduled as follows:
Albany, N.Y., April 29, Myron Hermance '50, host
Washington D.C., May 21, Tom Moore
'60, host
Chicago, 111., early June, Carol Hondorp
'59 Wagner and Peter Huizenga '60, hosts
eleven

cov>
J, l\ve

twelve
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Hunting?

Job

The Hope College Alumni Office is pleased to announce the establishment of "Career Corner," a want ad service for alumni seeking

employment.
Alumni who are available for permanent jobs are invited to submit
up to 50- word ads describing their qualifications.These ads will be
printed anonymously and without charge in "News from Hope
College" and "The Hope College Magazine."
Prospective employers may respond to the Alumni Office, referring
to the ads by number. We will then match the employer with your
name and address and also furnish you with the employer's name
and address. From there, you're on your own!
The receipt of ads

will be

acknowledged. Ads

we receive them. "News from
"The Hope College Magazine" are published a
per year.

Hope College" and

as possible after

Ads will be printed twice unless we receive
be resubmitted.
The

first Career

Here are the

total of

seven times

a stop-order.

Comer advertisement appeared

of the Hope College Magazine.

soon

will be printed as

first

They may

in the Spring issue
responses from job

seekers:

101 Hope

Business/Econ major

able immediately.

Am

'76, current

MBA

student. Avail-

interested in marketing, personnel or

man-

agement position. Entry level. Prefer western Michigan location,
start wherever there is an opening.

but willing to

102

A young, aggressive and hare working marketing person '76.
Past year, extensive experience in synthetic oils, and lubricants field.
Am interested in a position with great management potentiality.
Out-going personality and quick wit, coupled with drive and much
needed know-how make myself much more advanced in many
respects. Am willing to relocate and travel poses no problems.
also willing and wanting further education.

Am

If

you have

the

a job

opportunity

for either of the

above please contact

Alumni Office today.

Use this coupon to submit your ad.

am job hunting and would like to have the following ad
appear in the next Hope College publication:
*No more than 50 words

I

*Please type

Name

-

Address

_

Qty, State, Zip_
Telephone
Mail

to:

__
__
-

_

Number

Alumni

-

__

-

Year

__

_

_

.

Office,

__

__

_

Hope College,Holland, MI 49423
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manager of Mineral Pigments Corp., Beltsville,
Md. He has also been named a vice-president

'50s
Dr. Gerard

Gnade'50has been appointed presiHos-

dent of the medical staff at Ingalls Memorial

alumni

pital,

Harvey,

111.

Timothy Beerthuis'54 is supervisorII at ParkeDavis & Company, Holland, Mich.

news

DeMoya '57, Keene,

N.H., is a field representative of the Manchester/Hatch general
agency of the National Life Insurance Company
Peter

'20s

of

Vermont.

Harold '29 and Henrietta Kots '28 Kraaiareliving
in Orange City, Iowa where Harold is now parttime janitor in the AmericanReformed Church.
Harold and Henriettaformerlyspent SVz years at
the Indian Mission in Duke, N.M. They later
moved to Orange City, where Harold worked
20V2 years for a constructioncompany. After his
retirement, they managed the Pioneer Memorial
Home for the aged for six years.
Anne Canigan '29 Taylor is librarian/media
specialist for the public schools of Springfield,
Mass.

Richard Gould'57, is employed by the Barkett
Oil Company, Miami, Fla.
David R. Kinkema '57, executive director of the
North Canton (Ohio) Y.M.C.A., has been named
general chairman of the Athletesin Action
Ohio Pro Week '77 to be held this May. Mr. Kinkema is a trustee of Tark County Drug Abuse
Council and the local "Meals on Wheels" program, and secretary of the North Canton Rotary
Club.
Arthur Martin '57, Mt. View, Hawaii, is a teacher
at Ka'u High School and also the pastor of the
Puna United Church of Christ. Mr. Martin is
chairman of the Girl Scout Board of Directors,
presidentof the Mt. View P.T.A. and a member
'30s
of the Hawaii County Planning Commission.
Ida VanderZalm '35 Nieuwkoop retired in June
John Plasman '57 has retired from the Navy and
after 36 years of elementary teachingin Manton,
is now teachingat the TechnicalElectronic InstiMich.
tute, San Diego, Calif.
John Henderson '36, Lewiston, N.Y., has retired
from his position with the U.S. Nationalization The Rev. Leonard Rowell '57, Cherry Hill, N.J.,
is council director for the United Methodist
and Immigration Service. Mr. Hendersonretired
Church in southern New Jersey and also serves
from his career as a school administratorin 1970.
as vice presidentof the National Associationof
He is the author of over 100 books, plays and
Conference Council Directors. His wife, the
stories for teenagers.
former Ann Bloodgood'57, is the director of
Ruth VanAnrooy '38 Wallick,Ellsworth,Mich.,
music for the Old Orchards Methodist Church.
recently retired after teaching for 23l/2 years. Mrs.
The Rev. Mel Van Hattem '59 is pastor of the
Wallick taught in both Corunna and Clawson,
Community Church in Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J. which
Mich, before she married her husband, Ray. She
recently celebratedthe 50th anniversaryof their
later resumed her career at EllsworthElementary
sanctuary dedication.
School where she taught for 17V2 years.
Wayne R. Vriesman'59, vice presidentand news
Floyd Folkert '39 recently retired as manager of
director of KWGN Televisionin Denver, Colo.,
the C. Penny Co. in Holland, Mich . Mr. Folkert
has been named news director of WGN Contibegem his career at the Holland store while he
nental Broadcasting Co. of Chicago.
was a student at Hope. He has been with the
J

—

.

company

for 38 years, returningto Holland 10
years ago to become manager.

'60s

'40s
The Rev. CharlesJ. Boonstra'42has assumed the
responsibilites of a new parish in Huntsville,
Term. One of his new parishionersis Howard
Baker, the U.S. senator from Tennessee who figured prominently in the Watergate hearings and
is now Senate Republican Minority Leader. Rev.
Boonstra formerly served a parish in St.
Petersburg,Fla.
The Rev. Wilbur R. Brandli '46, White Pigeon,
Mich., is one of 19 appoink-es id the United Presbyterian Church U.S. A. Task Force on the study
of homosexuality.They will make their final report and recommendationsto their General Assembly of 1978 at San Diego, Calif.
Max DePree '48 has been appointed the new
chairman of the board of trustees of Fuller
Theological Seminary. Mr. DePree is chairman of
the board of directors of Herman Miller, Inc.,
Zeeland, Mich.
Dr. Arthur '48 and Beatrice VanHeest '53 VanEck, Waldwick, N.J., have been appointed to
head the selection/training and certification
committee. Associationof Couples for Marriage
Enrichment. This is a new national organization
dedicated to enrichment and growth of marriages.The VanEck's have been involvedin marriage enrichment programs since 1970 and have
helped develop programs for prospectiveleaders. They recently authored a chapterin Herbert
Otto's book. Marriageand Family Enrichment.
Joyce Muilenburg'49 Bender is an R.N. in Elba,
N.Y.
David M. Hoogerhyde '49, presidentof Mutual
Home Federal Savings and Loan Association,
Grand Rapids, Mich., was recently appointed
vice-chairmanof its association board of directors.

_

Bruce VanderMel'60is district manager for Shell
Oil Co., Babylon, N.Y.
James Betke'61 has been named a senior partner
in the Chicago (111.) law firm of McDermott,Will,
& Emery. He specializes in corporatelitigation.
John '61 and Bonnie Nietering '63 Brooks are
stationed at Rhein-Main Air Force Base for a second tour in Germany. Bonnie was recently
selected for inclusion in the 1976 edition of Outstanding Young Women in America.
The Rev. Larry Grooters'61has accepted a call to
the Community Reformed Church, Charlevoix,
Mich. Rev. Grooters formerlyserved as minister
of parish life and outreach in the 1,200-member
Glass and Garden Community Church,
Scottsdale, Ariz.

Richard Oudersluys '61 has accepted a new positionwith Rockwood Industries, Inc., as general

marriages
Kurt Avery '74 and Barbara Boerman, March 25,
1977, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Donald Batema '74 and Rosanne Gallo, Aug. 21,
1976, Holland, Mich.
Thomas Cullen and Dora Adam '75, Nov. 27,
1976 Levittown, Pa.
Douglas Haas and Sharon Opsahl '73, Dec. 4,
1976, Minneapolis, Minn.
Paul Hendricks '75 and Nancy Pickell '76, Dec.
18, 1976, Birmingham,Mich.
Norman Murray and Linda Hawkins '75, Feb. 14,
1977, Smithville,

Ohio

Anthony Pisano and Louise Pfeifer '73, Dec.

18,

1976, Lewiston, N.Y.

Steven Rose and KristinLukens

'74, July 17,

1976, North Wales, Pa.

Darell Schregardus'63 and Mary Haworth,
March 26, 1977, Holland, Mich.
Richard Taylor '72 and Lois Hoogstra '74, Sept.
18, 1976, Grosse Pointe,Mich.

news about Hopeites

Please use the space below to send news about you or your Hope friends. Tell us about
promotions, honors, appointments, marriages, birth's, travels and hobbies. Use of this
form will help guarantee inclusion of your news in an upcoming publication.
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City
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news notes
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Class year
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-
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-

and officer in the parent corporationheadquartered in Greenwich, Ct.
Rod Iwema '62 is superintendentof schools in

Gumee,

111.

Barbara Jordan '62 Schoonover is practicing occupationaltherapy in Torrence, Calif.
Karen Abell '62 VanDyke is presidentof
Downtown Churches United, an ecumenical
and interracialorganizationin Petersburg,Va.
She also serves as elder in the Second Presbyterian Church and is the chairpersonof the special
activitiescommittee.
Dr. Robert Gordon '63 has been named assistant
to the chairpersonand assistant professor of general studies at Sienna Heights College,Adrian,
Mich.
Ed VanDam '63 is teaching at Cranbrook
Academy, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Dr. Joseph Mayne '64 is a math professorat
Loyola Univ., Chicago, 111.
Bonnie Dyer '64 Newton is a law student in
Largo, Fla.
Capt. Kourtney Nieboer '64 is a navigatorand
flight examiner at the Seymour Johnson Air Force
Base, Goldsboro, N.C.
Robert Raatjes '64 has opened his own business,
"Medical Management Services, Inc.," in
Phoenix, Ariz. The corporationprovides office
services for anesthesiologists and business consulting services for all other physicians.Mr.
Raatjes was formerly assistant administratorof
the Phoenix Baptist Hospitaland Medical Center.
The Rev. Arvin '64 and Lana Vander Ven '65 Ten
Brinkare living in Glen Rock, N.J. where Arvin is
pastor of the Glen Rock Community Church.
Lana is manager of word processing for Witco
Chemical Co., New York, N.Y.
Jean VanDePolder'64, M.D., has been appointed assistant clinicalprofessorof psychiatry
at the Univ. of Colordao Medical School in Denver.

Dr. Leonard Dorey '65 has just completed two
years of service in the U.S. Air Force and has set
up practice in Pontiac, Mich, with three other

OB-GYN

specialists.Dr. Dorey became a cerdiplomat of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecologylast November.
Stephen Millar '65 is employed by Whirlpool
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.
Bruce Turkstra '65 is an assistant vice president
in the planning/dataprocessingdepartment at
Sears Bank and Trust Co., Chicago, 111.
Martha Campbell '66 Costos is employedby the
Singer Company, Dallas, Tex.
Elmer Edman III '66, C.P.A., has been named
director of group claim and premium audit at
CNA Insurance,Chicago, 111. Prior to joining
CNA in 1974, Mr. Edman was a senior consultant
for Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.
Steve Larkin '67 is a lobbyist for International
Paper Co., Baltimore,Md.
The Rev. Jeff PoweH'67 was ordained last fall as
assistant pastor of St. Peter's by the Sea Presbyterian Church, Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif. After
graduating from Fuller Seminary in 1971, Jeff
spent two years in graduate studies at the Univ.
of Tuebingen, Germany and the Univ. of Strasbourg, France. He then spent 2V2 years traveling
and doing "free lance" mission work for Associates for World Evangelizationand International Fellowship of EvangelicalStudents. He
also worked at the InternationCongress for
World Evangelizationin Lausanne, Switzerland
during 1974 and the Fifth General Assembly of
the World Council of Churches, Nairobi,Kenya
tified

in 1975.

Kenneth Teusink '67 is an assistant vice president and commerical loan officerat the Bank of
the Southwest, Houston, Texas.
William C. Boersma '68 has been selected by the
Sturgis (Mich.) Chamber of Commerce as Michigan Week 1977 General City Chairman. Mr.
Boersma serves as vice president and trust officer
of First National Bank and Trust Co. in Sturgis.
The Rev. James Sutherland '68 and his wife,
Judi, are living in Spring City, Tenn. where they
are associate staff members of the Cedine Bible
Mission, a mission primarily to blacks. They anticipatehelping in the summer camp and Jim
hopes to teach Bible in the integrated, postsecondary Bible Institute next fall.
Candace Marr'69, Chicago, 111.,is a compliance
specialistwith the U.S. Small Business Administration Office of Equal Employment Opportunity
and Compliance.
RosalieHudnut '69 Wotila is a Spanish and English teacherat Chelsea (Mich.) High School.
David Gouwens '70 is a doctoral candidate at

New Haven, Conn. During
David
replacement lecturer at Hope College.

Yale Divinity School,

the second semester of the 1975-76 year,

served as

a

'70s

new address
Mary Neznek '70 is

a part-timestudent at Harvard Univ. and living in Brighton,Mass.

Robert Eckrich '71, a registered medical
technologist, is the evening supervisorat the

Send
fourteen

to:

Alumni Office, Hope

College, Holland, Michigan 49423

Univ. of Rochester (N.Y.) Medical Center blood
bank. He is also studying part-timetowards his
master'sdegree in medical education and communication.

Linda Provo '71 Fulton is a geologist for Exxon
New Orelans, La.
Karen Schamper'71 Schra,a 6th grade teacher in
Fennville, Mich., is working towards her Ph.D.
degree in reading at the Univ. of Michigan. Her
husband, Robert, is the sheriff of Allegan
County.
Thomas Stack '71 recently completed service in
the Navy and has accepted a positionwith
FOSECO MINSEP, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Paul Strong '71, Canton, Mich., has been promoted to territory accounts manager in the Detroit area for CPC-Intemational.
Hendrika VandeKemp '71, Ph.D., is assistant
professor in the graduate school of psychology at
Fuller TheologicalSeminary, Pasadena, Calif.
David D' Amour '72 is an insurance underwriter
for NationalBen FranklinInsurance,Southfield,
Mich.
Phyllis DeVries '72 is employed by the Texas Oil
Company, Miami, Fla.
James Fortney '72 is a computer operatorat Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.
Amy Ting '72 is a second-in-chargemedical
technologist at St. Vincent's Hospitalblood bank
in Sydney, Australia.
Leslie Carry '73 is a librarian for Standard
Brands, New York, N.Y.
Roger Crisman '73 is a member of the technical
staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Naperville,
Co.,

111.

i
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Hollis Davis '73, Santa Clara, Calif.,is a company representative
for Spex Industries,
Katharine Dyer '73 is a K-6 music teacher in a
Catholic school in Redford, N.Y.
Glenda Peterson '73 Geno is a doctor's office
receptionist in Dollar Bay, Mich.
Louise Pfeifer '73 Pisano and her husband, Anthony, are living in Williamsville, N.Y. where
Louise is an orthoptist/ophthalmic
assistant.
Howard Slotman '73 is working as a chemical
engineerat 3-M Company in St. Paul, Minn. He
receivedhis M.A. in chemical engineering from
Purdue Univ.
Micahel '74 and ChristineGoulding '73 Alexanian are living in Westbrook, Conn. Chris is
working part-time as a pharmacytechnician and
Mike works full-time in the textbookdepartment
of the Yale Univ. cooperativebookstore.
Donald Batema '74 is working toward his M.A. at
the Univ. of North Dakota.
Ellen Brouwers '74 has accepted a position as
director of rehabilitation at

f

KANDU

Industries,

Holland, Mich. She will assume her responsibilities in September. Ellen is currently finishing her work on her M.S. in vocational rehabilitation at the Univ. of Wisconsin.
Debbi Badeau '74 Creswellisa French translator
for Amway Corporation,Ada, Mich.
Nancy Mangun '74 is a dental hygienist at Southern IllinoisUniv. in Edwardsville.
Mary Millard '74 Mayo is a graduate student in
bio-chemistryat the Univ. of Michigan.
Mary Newhouse '74 is a graduate student at the
Univ. of Wisconsin in Madison.
Betsy Boone '74 Parker is employed in a client
rehabilitation prograrp sponsored by the Department of Social Servicesin Holland, Mich.
Kristin Lukens '74 Rose is a counselor at West
Shore Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Inc., Hart, Mich.
Cathy Schueler'74is a weaver in Alameda, N.M.
Lawrence'74 and Nancy Thompson '75 Smith
are planning a double graduation from Ohio
State Univ. in June. Larry will receive his M.D.
and Nancy her M.A. in class piano pedagogy. In
July Larry will begin his internship in emergency
medicine at Butterworth Hospital,Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Lois Hoogstra '74 Taylor,Tonawanda, N.Y., is
an artist in the color and comics department of
Kenmore ColorplateCorp. She is also attending

births
Roger and Frances Hala

'65 Allen, Catherine
Elizabeth, Jan. 26, 1977, Port Jefferson, N.Y.
Richard '65 and Betty Bennink, Angela Janelle,
Feb. 20, 1977, Denver, Colo.
John '62 and Jane Brunson, Matthew Andries,

March 4,

1977, Syracuse, N.Y.
William '71 and Barbara Traas '71 Chandler, Benjamin Wesley, June 12, 1976, Walworth, N.Y.
David and CarolineEshbach '69 Cornish,
CarolineLees, Dec. 11, 1976, Milton, Mass.
Tom '72 and Kathv Davelaar,Joe! Thomas, Aug.
8, 1976, Holland, Mich.
John '65 and Joan de Velder, Rebecca, Feb. 19,
1977, Hartford,Conn.
Michael '68 and Phyllis Fiteny, Mark Joseph,Dec.
12, 1976, Houston, Tex.
Birger and Arlene Zwyghuizen '63 Gabrielson,
Lisa Ann, March 6, 1976, Mequon, Wis.
Curt '65 and Ruth Sagendorf'67 Holleman,
Joshua Peter, Oct. 18, 1976, Dallas, Tex.
Nick '74 and Debi Lam, Jason Matthew,July 5,
1976, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Howard and Sally Plagenhoef '73 Morris,Glenn
Charles, Jan. 7, 1977, Riviera Beach, Fla.
Edward '62 and Ruth Hagymasy '66 Small, Edward William,Jan. 28, 1977, Columbia, Mo.
David and Arlene DenHaan '70 Spalt, Timothy
Robert,Feb. 20, 1977, North Haledon, N.J.
Paul '71 and Lois Strong, Alison Joyel, June 8,
1975, Canton, Mich.
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graduate school iri the design department of Buffalo State College. Her husband, Richard Taylor

M.A. in communication at Ohio Univ. in Athens.
He is also serving as director of forensics for Ohio
'72, is working as a manufacture'srepresentative high schools.
in upstateNew York.
BobetteAardema '75 is teachingEnglish and sciGary Vander Ven '74 is studying toward his
ence at the Chicago (111.)Southwest Christian
Junior High School.
Arlene Dekker '75 Akkerhas been named to the
Red Cross Disaster Volunteer Program, Central
Florida Chapter. She teaches swimming and first

advanced
degrees

aid in

David Alexander '73, M.S. Organic Chemistry,
Iowa State Univ., Feb. 26, 1977
Richard Bennink '65, M. A. Psychology, Counseling and Guidance, Univ. of Northern Colorado,
March, 1977
Susan Wierda '70 Bolton, M.A. Modem and
Classical Languages, Western Michigan Univ.,
Dec. 18, 1976
Cassius Buitman '71, M.A. History, Western
Michigan Univ., Dec. 18, 1976
William Chandler '71, M.S. Education,Nazareth
College, May, 1976
David Ross '69, M.Ed., Wayne State Univ., Dec.,
1976
Peter Struck '70, M.A. Teaching, Purdue Univ.,
Aug. 5, 1976
Shirley Bouwman '65 VanHoeven, D.Ed. EducationalLeadership,Western Michigan Univ., Dec.
18, 1976
Robert Wolff '74, M.A. Biology, Western Michigan Univ., Dec. 18, 1976
Rosalie Hudnut '69 Wotila, M.A. Secondary
School Guidance and Counseling, Univ. of
Michigan, 1976

Apopka, Fla.

Loretta Sue Baxter '75 is employed in the
laboratories At. C.T.S.,Elkhart, Ind.

Dora Adam '75 Cullen,Levittown,Pa., is a speeducation teacher of severelyretarded children at Temple University's Woodhaven Center
for the Mentally Retarded. Her husband, Tom,
also works for the Center as a clinicalpsycholocial
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at

RooseveltElementary School,Zeeland,

Frank D'oro, Jr. '75 is a law student at Pepperdine Univ. Law School, Los Angeles, Calif.
Nancy Hogroian '75 is an administrative aide for
National City, Calif. She recently completed the
course work for her M.A. degree in public administration and is working on her thesis, which
deals with rural health care in San Diego County.
Robert Luidens '75 is completing his first year of
studies at Yale Univ. Divinity School.
Janice Wassenaar '75 Maatmanis a junior in the
M.Div. program at PrincetonTheologicalSeminary.
Steve Mandnelli '75 is studying classicalballet
and dancing with the Lexington (Ky.) Ballet

Company.
Julie Marcellus '75 is teachingreading and 4rth

MONTH

IN

ADVANCE

ElizabethCollins '76 is studying towards her
the Univ. of Alabama in Birmingham.
Gretchen VanderKlipp'76 English and her husband, Ron, have moved to Lansing,Mich, where
Ron is a golf professional at the Country (Hub of
Lansing. They recently returned from the NationalGolfers of America winter-tourin Arizona.
Budi Harsono '76 is studying at the Graduate
School of Economics at the Univ. of Indonesia.
Nancy Pickell '76 Hendricks is a researcherfor
the Manufacturers PublishingCo., Detroit, Mich.
Deborah Herzog '76 is a dental assistant in Indi-

M.S.W. at

Margo Merchant '75, McGraw Park, ., has been
promoted to the position of compensation and
111

benefits administratorby ScientificProducts, a
division of American HospitalSupply Corporation.

Linda Hawkins '75 Murray is teaching kindergarten in Orrville, Ohio.
Rosemary Nadolsky '75 is employedby Aloha
Hawaii Travel, Ltd., Chicago, 111. She is also
studying dance and voice, auditioningfor TV
commercials,industrial shows, and other theatrical productions.
Martha Peterson '75 Route is camping administrative assistant for the Y.M.C.A. of Metro Detroit

(Mich.).

Ann Rypstra '75 spent 10 weeks last

gist.

moving?

!

grade

fall at the
Laboratoirede Primatologieet d'Ecologie
EquatoraleinMakokou, Gabon, Africa. She studied the interactions of bird and spider communities in the tropical lowland rain forest.Ann
is working towards her Ph.D. in zoology at
Pennsylvania State Univ.
Tim '75 and Susan Hegedus '74 Vander Haar are
living in Zeeland, Mich, while Tim is a seminary
student at Western TheologicalSeminary.
Dan Wiersma'75 is an executive fiscal aide to the
governor of South Dakota.
Mark Williams '75 is a program assistant for the
Branch County Cooperative Extension Service in
Coldwater, Mich. He also coached the Reading
8th grade basketball team to a 9-0 season and a 1st
place trophy in area junior high tournaments.
William Witzel '75 is a chemist at Chemetron
Corporation,Holland, Mich.
Mike Carpenter '76 is an assistant manager for
FriendlyIce Cream in Elkhardt,Ind.
Suelyn Chamesky '76 is a desk assistant for
ABC-TV, New York, N.Y.

anapolis, Ind.

Edward Maddewicz '76 has been transferred to
Hartford,Conn, by AmericanAirlines.
Linda Mitchell'76 is teachinginstrumentaland
vocal music to grades K-12 in Saguache, Colo.
Sherwood Quiring '76 is a computer programmer in Madison, Wis.
Daniel Van Pemis '76 is working toward his
M.A. in guidance and counselingat the Univ. of
Michigan.
Barb Wrigley '76 teaches at KANDU in Holland,
Mich. She is also in charge of all CETA clients
without high school diplomas in Ottawa County.

Class of '76 (December)

Graduation Honors
Magna Cum Laude
David Michale Hedstrand, Dearborn, Mich.
Mary Esther Kroon, Wyoming, Mich.
John Oldenkamp, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada
Brenda Heath VanderMeulen,Holland, Mich.
Cum Laude
Carol Elizabeth Cook, Okemos, Mich.
Lori A. Hedstrom,Glendora, Calif.
Douglas Wayne Peterson,Holland, Mich.
Kathryn Ann Solms, Grosse De, Mich.
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Chester SchiUeman '26 died April 4, 1976 in
Flushing,Mich.
He was a graduate of the second class of the
General Motors Institute of Flint (Mich.) in 1929
and a charter member of the GMI Alph Delta

ATTACH OLD ADDRESS
LABEL HERE

MAIL TO:

Fraternity.

Alumni Office
Hope College
Holland, MI 49423

Active in his community,he was a former
of the Flushing lions Club, a Flushing
city councilman, and former chairman of the
Flushing area library board and the Flint Industrial ExecutiveClub. He was employed by Buick

member

continued from page sixteen
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and, like work, a means to monetary ends.
So effective is this propaganda that the liberal arts college, which purports to view
education (and work?) in a different light,
finds it harder and harder to really believe in

New

own mission.

looks as if the word vocation, like the
word job, is completelyin the service of a
materialistphilosophy of work. It doesn't
even have the seeds of another conception
buried within it as the word career does. But
it is really the explosive word. For there lies
buried, not within its primary current usage, but in its history, a very different
understanding of work.
The word has been corrupted to the point
where it is worse than useless in that it
reinforces a dehumanizingphilosophy of
work and the materialistphilosophy of life
which underlies the former. In its current
usage it teaches that Jesus was mistaken
when he taught that "a man’s life does not
consist in the abundance of his possessions." (Luke 12:15)
Tlus buried meaning is to be found in the
notion of a calling.Our word vocation
comes from the Latin vocatio, which, like its
counterpart in New Testament Greek,

means

call or invitation.Familiar

task. My

work

is

one of the ways

I

serve

Testament phrases like "called to be

saints" or "called to be an apostle" indicates
that men and women are called by God to
faith in Christ and over and above that,
called to their special responsibilitiesin the

church.
It was and is a revolutionary idea to put
our daily work in the same context by referring to it as a calling, but the word vocation
itself stands as a reminder that this was once
done. It was Paul, in I Cor. 7:20, who first
did this, and the Protestant Reformers,
especially Luther,

who

first noticed

how

important a move that was.
Without the kind of argument and
documentation which my conclusionwarrants, I want to suggest that the idea of daily
work as a callingor vocation in the biblical
sense has three elements which together
define a philosophy of work thoroughlydifferent from the one we have noticed embedded in our language and culture. These
concern the relationof my work to God, to
others, and to myself.
The first of these is no doubt the most
obvious. God is the one who calls. To think
of work as a calling is to see it as a divine
assignment, the fulfilling of a God given

But serving God, like worshipping him,
not a means to an end but an end in itself.
I do not do it in order to
, but because
"it is fitting so to do." To love God is to find
it intrinsically valuable to serve him, and it
may well be that this attitude toward work
is part of what it means to love the Lord our
God with all our heart, soul, strength, and
is

Motor Divisionfor 41 years, retiring as a plant
superintendentin 1965.
Mr. SchiUemanis survived by his wife, Mary,
two sons, and his brother,Delbert SchiUeman
'27.

RussellL. VanDyke '26 died on March 1, 1977 in
FaUbrook, Calif, where he had Uved since his
retirementin 1970.
Before retiring,Mr. VanDyke was employedas
an accountant for HoneyweU, Aerospace Division, Minneapolis, Minn.
He is survived by his wife, Carolyn; his son,
David; a brother; and two sisters,LillianVanDyke '22 and Mabel VanDyke '24 Kempers.
Katherine Schmidt '21 Weierdiedon March 19,
1977 in Davis, Calif. She was 74.
After graduating from Hope CoUege, Mrs.
Weier pursued her graduate studies at the Univ.
of Michigan where she had an assistantship in
the botany department. She later joined the
botany department at the Univ. of California.
Mrs. Weier and her husband. Dr. T. Elliot
Weier '26, emeritus professorof botany at the
Univ. of California, co-authored many pubUcations in the fields of botany and cytology.
She is survived by her husband.

Work

Reflections on
It

1977

Rev. DeWitt graduated from Princeton
TheologicalSeminary in 1922 and served as pastor for churches in Pompton Lakes and Dover,
N.J.; Mt. Pleasant, Mich.; ConnersviUe, Ind.; and
Coral Gables, Fla. From 1942-47 he volunteered
for chaplain service and served in both the U.S.
and European Theatre.
In 1965, Rev. DeWitt officially retired but continued to accept assignments.His special interest
was NationalMissions work. In 1968 he accepted
the position of minister of visitationfor the Faith
United PresbyterianChurch, Seminole, Fla.,
where he served until 1973.
He is survived by his wife, Gertrude Schuurmans '18 and one sister.
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-

mind.
To view daily work as a calling may also
be involved in loving our neighbor as ourselves. For God calls us first to serve him
and then to serve others. This implies that
my work is to be evaluated not simply in
terms of what I get out of it but also in terms
of the good it does others.
Work which is harmful to others could
scarcely be a calling.Take the easy cases
first. No one is called to be a hit man or a
prostitute.Then take the hard ones. Could a
conscientious Christian in today's world be
called to a career in, e.g., Madison Avenue?
Finally,God calls us not to use us up and
throw us away but to fulfillus. He calls in
accordance with our gifts and talents, not
just from a desire to get his work done effectively, but also because He wants us each to

know

the satisfactionof realizingthe special
potential He gave us in the first place.
Viewed in terms of their marketability our
skills are only instrumentally valuable; but
the cultivating of our inherentcapacities
and the exercise of the abilities we thereby
develop are close to the center of what we
mean by self-realizationand selffulfillment.
In this sense there is no conflict between
liberal education and vocational training.
The challenge is not a theoreticalone but a
practicalone, recapturingthe original
meaning of vocation, learning to think of
daily work as a calling, and learning to think
of the educationalprocess as more than a
means to getting a better job.
If education is only a "passport to
privilege" (E. F. Schumacher) college can
easily be time served in the hopes of an
honorary dischargeor parole after four
years. When one thinks instead of hearing
and answering a call the educational process becomes a very personal one which is far
more important that the diploma which accompanies it. It would seem that there is an
intimate connection between our philosophy of education and our philosophy of

work.
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Reflections on
Life has
ceived as a

meaning only when
gift

and

a task.

it

is per-

The celebration of

we call play; the fulfilling of its
tasks we call work. There are many forms of
play, of which worship and art are probably
the highest. There are also many forms of
work, of which disdpleshipand citizenship
are probably the highest. Properly understood learning and family membership are
something of a balance between the celebration of life's gifts and the fulfilling of its

life's gifts

tasks.
We usually think of work, however, in
terms of earning a living.Especially at present our attention is focused on work in this
sense, partly by our national unemployment problem, partly by the approach of
graduationfor seniors. When we speak of
work in this sense, the account given above
seems oddly inappropriate, as if one word
were being used for two quite different
things; and this is precisely the case.
Work as earning a living we normally
understand as a means to an end, while it is
an essentialcharacteristicof both work and
play as originallydescribed above that they
are ends in themselves.That is to say that
they are activities done for the sake of the
activities

Work

on

by Merold Westphal

themselves.If asked why one

cel-

ebrates life'sgifts or seeks to fulfill its tasks,
one does not give an "in-order-to" answer,
but drawing on the Psalter Hymnbook replies, 'Tor it is fitting so to do."
The view that work is not intrinsically
meaningful but only a means to an end (the
paycheck) easily leads to the view that it is a
necessaryevil. It is for the psychologists to

Merold Westphal joined the Hope faculty in August, 1976, as professor of philosophy. He is a
graduate of Wheaton College and holds theM.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from Yale University.

explore the consequences of this attitude
making a living.For the human function
motivationat every level of society. For the has then become a means toward the fulfilpresent let us notice that this philosophy of ling of the animal function.
Under such circumstanceshigher pay for
work is so deeply ingrainedthat it has
ceased to be optional. It is built into the very workers is more like treating slaves better
than it is like setting them free. Liberation
language we speak.
We have already noted that the primary and humanization for the worker means an
connotation of the term work is that of earn- entirely different understanding of what
work itself is and the creation of a world in
ing a living.This is perhaps our simplest

way

of saying that the work we do is not
valued for itself but for the remuneration to
which it serves as but a means. If we listen
closely to the language in which we talk
about work we'll hear that this basic idea is

amply

which such an understanding could be
realized.

We speak o( careers as well as jobs. At one
level the two terms are synonymous,for to
choose a career is to decide how one will
seek to
it clearly
^ -earn
-----a living.
----- 0. Yet
-----v wouldn't
----

reinforced.

Take the word job. Most frequently a job is work to substitute Job Day for Career Day.
something to have or to get, rather
Why not?
something to do. If a job were primarily I think I hear at least three reasons. First,
something to do we might think of it
to speak of a career is to suggest a specific
something work doing and thus,
activity which I continued to be involvedin
doing well. We might even thing more in over a long penod of time- I may change
terms of what we could put into it than in jobs, but I continueto do the same kind of
terms of what we get out of
work at the new position that I did at the
But our language persuades us that a job former. Second, and this is usually presupposed in the previous idea, to speak of a
is first and foremost something to have or
career is to suggest that my work is someget, a possession whose importance is no
how suited to my talents and distinctive
mystery at all. My job is my meal ticket. I

than

as

worth

it.

learn to value it not for itself but for the
paycheck I win by means of it. The supremacy of having over doing correspondsto the
supremacyof instrumentalover intrinsic
meaning in work. In short, my job is how I
earn my living.
Karl Marx saw an irony in this. He saw in
work a uniquely human function. As consumers who do not produce, animals live in
a world simply given to them; whereas
human beings through their labor help to
shape the world they live in. In so far as we
must sustain our physical existence we are
just another species of animals. In so far as
we participatein the quasi-creative capacity

uniquelyabove them. Labor
and we are victims of a cruel
irony, then, when work becomes merely
to

work we

rise

is alienated
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abilities.

In this notion there lies the potential for
resistingthe reduction of work to making a
living, but it normally gets drowned out by
the third overtone sounded by the word
career.We can easily imagine a news report
telling us that O. J. Simpson has decided to
terminate his career in the NFL in order to
devote his full energies to his new career in
the movies (and as a Hertz sprinter).But it
would grate a bit on our ears to hear of
someone's career as a farmer or a pharmacist (to say nothing of the much maligned
ditch digger and garbage collector).
The reason for this seems to be that the
notion of career has come to be linked most
closely to those occupationsnear the top of
the prestige spectrum.The professions and

especiallythose fields like sports and entertainmentwhere everyone's goal is to "make
it big" have come to have first claim on the
concept of career.
To me this suggests that work is here
conceived not simply as a means to monetary ends but also as a means to status and
prestige. To the degree that this happens,
the instrumentalsignificance of work is

given a new dimension.
Before leaving the word career,it is worth
noting its special relation to women. There
was a time when the term career girl simply
meant a woman with a job, one who got
paid for the work she did. Career was
synonymous with job and with earning a
living.

In the more recent rehetoric of the women's movement emphasis on the importance of careers for women has been more
closely related to the second and third dimensions of the word's meaning. Whether
the emphasis on the creative use of one's
gifts or the element of competitionwith
men for a bigger piece of the prestige pie
will win out in the long run remains to be
seen. At this stage of the game there is no
clear winner.
Listen finally to the word vocation. When
we distinguish vocation from avocationwe
set off the w'ork we do in order to earn a
living from the activities in which we engage (notice how reluctant w>e are to call

them work) because we enjoy them and
find them personally fulfilling. Similarly
when we speak of vocational training or
vocational schools we are talking about the
acquisition of marketable skills.
The massive propaganda to which
American young people are subjected, urging them to stay in school and get an education because of the increased earning power
which an education brings with it, teaches
that all education is vocational education,
continued on page fifteen

